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On today's podcast episode, we discuss what "Dr. ChatGPT" is most likely to help with, how

close it is to replacing your physician, and why it might not be ready for the patient exam

room just yet. "In Other News," we talk about the US government's e�orts to bring down

prescription drug costs and the prevalence of health-related misinformation on social media.

Tune in to the discussion with our analysts Rajiv Leventhal and Lisa Phillips.

Subscribe to the “Behind the Numbers” podcast on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Pandora,

Stitcher, Podbean or wherever you listen to podcasts. Follow us on Instagram

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/behind-the-numbers-emarketer-podcast/id1113097936
https://open.spotify.com/show/7C9j1qi6NI4Uct9gWfFdxk
https://www.pandora.com/podcast/behind-the-numbers-emarketer-podcast/PC:21669?part=PC:21669&corr=podcast_organic_external_site&TID=Brand:POC:PC21669:podcast_organic_external_site
https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/emarketer-behind-the-numbers/behind-the-numbers
https://www.instagram.com/behindthenumbers_podcast/
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Episode Transcript:

Marcus (00:00):

This episode is made possible by Awin. Two thirds of digital ad spend currently flows to the

three big tech platforms, Google, Meta, and Amazon. But their auction-based ad models

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/gCGgDOgFlKxDC0Ur92XHm-YSertxDt2CSvSy2SGrzrV6fW6bVHXQ0mFSV0XgoFR8CemWzIR1WKaojVKDWwPwEPKnNmo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=0.21
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favor their own bottom line and inflate costs at a time when every single marketing dollar

counts. Awin's a�liate partnerships platform o�ers a real alternative to big tech and puts you

back in control of your ad spend. Want to find out how? Visit awin.com/emarketer to learn

more.

Lisa Phillips (00:25):

If anybody has ever crammed for a exam the night before, you know that you can memorize a

lot of facts and figures and so on, which is what ChatGPT is good at. But when it comes to

putting all those things together in a coherent way or a meaningful way when it comes to a

medical diagnosis, there may be more things involved.

Marcus (00:48):

Hey gang, it's Tuesday, September 19th, Lisa, Rajiv, and listeners, welcome to the Behind the

Numbers daily: an eMarketer Podcast made possible by Awin. I'm Marcus. Today I'm joined

by two folks. We start with our senior analyst covering everything digital health-based out of

New Jersey. It's Rajiv Leventhal.

Rajiv Leventhal (01:05):

Hey, Marcus. How are you?

Marcus (01:07):

Hey, fella. Good, sir. How are we doing?

Rajiv Leventhal (01:08):

Good.

Marcus (01:09):

Very nice. We're also joined by a principal analyst on that very team covering digital health

based out of Connecticut. It's Lisa Phillips.

Lisa Phillips (01:15):

Hello, Marcus. How are you?

Marcus (01:16):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/3sx3WH3Ph-kKyXPa4IRYLYMW3VNzq2UueQjqXDPMSj-F8IdlsWOTjCV-WWoK7yCnMmffXUNd9R7k45VXv9R6qK8vhVg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=25.56
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/8b2todIWrdVXWe3lK6GSnZ_4Q8oEuPZfE0J0V9inMX7Sk-zNm1dKbhg5olrGznV1jQz2pefmJwQeoEpJmjfXzoAJk0s?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=48.99
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Mb3QZxHU1D50LA5v9-QeuZH11uxTFBM9Mi20n2JbXXQ2Vg0DICZNeKdz4njJS-D_xEYjBDp2gsSXU3GYF05SjBf-4zE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=65.7899999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/gId84GIFJiR_E8bUW0DGRXKvAXj3HfkrxAr8J2rqK37qJ81jhaseNHelv0to0ls8xE0rUZGok40Ipoe1hJrfv6-41ww?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=67.049999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/m6NpLmCPTlJOoT0hGa6lq0x5UXoX8Bv4WsGTX31Ad3MghevQ0FwdfoZOxo0j1jROSc0kpEEuyMx0cBU5ZQDS7DE0-EE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=68.7
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/CeGLlifYiln53ugUiKjCWepdugyiOrB-hOS2TbQBxM-pLYI3HmCeyuc-jcNsTXNbfmvu26OiyYEkNpf7pKyj6o0A7iQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=69.27
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/6zoTbRRbapT9uPw4nGGjv7zPoF51-3XTml-hk0cKVYHfr-zWoRRtrBPBjTPb67ubGAvEkHt6yBlYeikMy3nw4zP9dPE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=75.27
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/1qSePlnfjJUw6nMOE_BCJXbG5LHPfBCewaZLkn8TgwHh8rAKxfpM9mu-oSSe4hyZGepps_27w4Sy_hsBlmn9ox3sI8g?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=76.59
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Hello there. Very well. Very well. How are you feeling today,

Lisa Phillips (01:19):

Chipper.

Marcus (01:20):

Good. Very good. Well, I've got a fact of the day, which will probably bring your mood right

down. It starts o� well, ends bad. From 1999 to today, global life expectancy has grown five

years, so it's gone from 66 years to 71 years. Global life expectancy. Over that 20 plus year

timeframe, life expectancy in the U.S. only increased by six months to reach 77 years. In the

UK life expectancy jumped over three years during that time to 81, but Monaco has the

highest life expectancy in the world at 86.

Rajiv Leventhal (01:58):

Of course, it does.

Marcus (02:00):

Yeah, exactly.

Lisa Phillips (02:01):

Very small sample size, I must say.

Marcus (02:03):

The smallest. Yeah, I think it's Monaco. Then Hong Kong is up there as well. At the other ends

African countries, Chad, Nigeria, Lesotho are closer to 53 years life expectancy, which would

be a 30-year gap. Or put another way, the life expectancy in the U.S. in 1911 was 53 years. So,

100 years ago that's what the life expectancy was in the U.S. These numbers, according to Our

World in Data. I told you I was going to bring your mood right down, Lisa, I'm so sorry.

Lisa Phillips (02:34):

Thank you. Thank you, Marcus. I always count on you.

Marcus (02:37):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/hwAnIovj49uY6b2239ha5OEMH2rOs1iT3Hk7DCbtVA3BOtCH1BYdK0Kd0ULsXJ7EbZdyCeozp7_i3FL77KHdiXCzpws?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=79.47
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Vv3TaSlOvSHEgR5wcVXPYu22dNAikxtTJsmO_fET94wuZkl4UW90YplwhhYn_O_NYD__kUn0xkW_2P_5bg9Ey7uEMag?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=80.0699999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/RV-oK9q6VRjRCf6iyF6AR0Jeg5Yg8boEFfGOTZSqs_wE3Mt786y0rPt1aeC7huImT1skMBNUMsekzPSTAoqvIWBc804?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=118.95
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/v5vkQDt_kLJPux2NalQpyB6jk3FUEzqQY_8OIiVl2uRjDCGtp996sARsxF9vET-PRKEtuzm222MT6Xtb72H3PGadzk0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=120.179999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/yMuAGj3A2icO827GbGKsaHofQR0hkXP4ZND7rOtzuFY6usosU-EkuXQkI9bEICc5Qfwg5VOohIBrT0He-92DT_3aLSw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=121.65
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/yCDgjWGNSF3EwmfNv_wiwxi8Jh_tFzbIL9TRJGHwUXyLoNwNylkMIyoF3DVZgNK6aO7u0-CgQeZo5KTXS9InC4NxYZY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=123.69
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Rle6Scj627hmPhuXdXkr_Kto6w9tyHXi8ag6bQnsOQQ-ghIMYYCuy-yT7a4yK4hO5AZy8AHZKVprq_xBZsQX2Ejr6dE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=154.98
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/zIrzG6GkXQniCxM2rIytgVgQIDji6aBmtxSirerQRTPj6JBA8cW8wouwPihwvyFT6znH7YoKM3NLa9lgoudg7XaKAfw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=157.77
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O� to a positive start. Anyway, today's real topic what Dr. ChatGPT can and can't do. In

today's episode, first in the league we'll cover how close we are to ChatGPT being your

physician. Then for another news, we'll discuss trying to get the cost of drugs down and

doctors spreading misinformation on social media. We start with the lead, of course, is

ChatGPT nearly ready to be your doctor? Ryan Heath of Axios writes that doctors are

grappling with questions about what counts as an acceptable success rate for AI-supported

diagnosis, and whether AI reliability under controlled research conditions will hold up in the

real world. He cites a new study from Mass General Brigham testing ChatGPT's performance

on textbook drawn case studies, which found the AI bot achieved 72% accuracy in overall

clinical decision making. For example, things like making the final diagnosis and care

decisions. Lisa, you write that AI agents, things like ChatGPT, are passing professional exams

for doctors, nurses, dieticians, other healthcare people, but they're not ready for the patient

exam room just yet. How come?

Lisa Phillips (03:56):

Well, if anybody has ever crammed for a exam the night before, you know that you can

memorize a lot of facts and figures and so on, which is what ChatGPT is good at. But when it

comes to putting all those things together in a coherent way or a meaningful way when it

comes to a medical diagnosis, there may be more things involved I'll say. In that same study

ChatGPT was strongest when making a final diagnosis, meaning it had a lot more information

and its lowest accuracy at 61% or 60% was when it was making a correct initial diagnosis. So,

this all comes down to as the Mass General Brigham researchers noted that it depends on

what data these bots are being trained on for their large language modules and so on. And

that's a very suspect thing too, which is one reason why a lot of doctors and everyone in the

healthcare industry is a little worried about just letting a bot or ChatGPT make a diagnosis.

Rajiv Leventhal (04:49):

To your point, Lisa, the researchers I think said that, the physicians in that Mass General study,

the physicians value their expertise is really at its highest when and adding the most value

when it's in the early stages of patient care. And then when the AI agent gets more clinical

information fed into it, that's when it can be more of an assistant. That's why I think it's

important to distinguish between how it performed in the initial diagnosis versus the final

diagnosis.

Marcus (05:15):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/JavMvv6iXgmX2F0arwA23EM3G8QdxZ0c9Bbbp5170VegvzszojLK8ZLFYSH5dEW3DW4yvmYGddCbjSmLV25gwqj8x_Q?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=236.4
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/XtECH32IPMbRlk68UGEcLXmuOPdHTb02gvPxMP5eSM58gwDQ3ApBDh74QrPMlFqHgqg22Ep0RG90PXkWKxfj6LFsN7s?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=289.65
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/x0a3hodWyNzZhGkH6wxx9Z-1EOANaxSHTJ04roXeYIsezsdrPmZ9I0xuN2kyJ65ulXYPyLA4MsdR5RleGBxTz4Vg9Vc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=315.51
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A few other examples of how it's being used to diagnose things. A study across over 170

hospitals in America in the Netherlands found that a machine learning model called LDA ICU

could identify the illness severity of older adults in intensive care units, and determine who

needed greater or earlier attention. And Marc Succi, executive director at Mass General

Brigham's Innovation Incubator is saying, "AI could be used for ER triage as well." But I think

he hit the nail on the head there, Rajiv used as an assistant, used to check over a doctor's

work. Maybe used initially, similar to when you go into an urgent care clinic and you have a

more junior doctor who sees you first or junior physician sees you first, and then that

diagnosis gets signed o� on by a more senior member of sta�. It does seem like people are

pretty trusting of AI making a diagnosis though already, 64% of U.S. adults, two in three said

they would trust-

Lisa Phillips (05:15):

I challenge that though.

Marcus (06:13):

... a diagnosis made by AI over a human doctor from Innerbody research survey. How come?

Lisa Phillips (06:19):

Well, because that was very misleading to small study from Innerbody research. Because when

I really dug into that data, it came down to when they were asked in a di�erent way, "Are you

concerned about the accuracy of the diagnosis?" Yeah, that was really a lot higher. 53% were

concerned about the accuracy of the diagnosis. I'm not sure how the questions were asked, so

that's why I think this study really shows that there's very high numbers of people like Gen Z.

82% of them said that they would trust a diagnosis made by AI over a human doctor. Later on

they're asked, "Would you let it perform surgery?" "No."

Marcus (06:53):

Right.

Lisa Phillips (06:53):

I mean, the closer you get to your real condition and your real body, in general, yeah, it sounds

fine. Yeah, AI knows better than a doctor, but.

Marcus (07:00):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Vpc5ifgdgdBdOpR7QK23HwQofghjf77xQtO96SWIOAfbxvWbNmEA51UKlpgirnWkOl9X0Useevn3-VUhvcyezdurg1g?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=315.51
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/PXTALAaIXixxMpUe06S0d9Wza44xnO4Od2pB2UltUuQfHmuCfE7vL7s9NDFxmpRLKFYhiGmDlHIfVRRbK5DomZHzJ3w?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=373.559999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/lyUbIEpDgW9DSSkVTtduHOOQ_yR7fEMe8z6WiQcdqix0upeAVdd-1HBhKALjHqqMS95WBlBX7Qzo7dmMb41O2IDRbmk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=379.4099989
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/45UNsYfWVD1ibbG2YpMak_RUO012soq9ZaHVKfEGOd2geIfe_JslMY5tlHg4Q7K3fXp8kF5CUahGUCa1VuqMvoXfTQY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=413.309999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/75Y1920uOSXWuhwGUGuEOTPNkRk-eFO9zEbXn9uQh-eRA5CRssS2VJT9dmvVMzBrQF3cEiUXGKcQjz4dQYrc04OccNU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=413.4
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/C4CD7b81ey39bnvFpX3gYub5OyNo1uY-fOHNYBs3YPfVmixKTAHq42rekgawMWtZdibu4NNG9qieW4LQ8TqfilRcOOA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=420.93
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I guess they want to trust it more as well, because it's easier to ask the question versus the

doctor. So you want that easier, more convenient search for information too, because to the

truth, but to your point, Lisa, when push comes to shove, less likely to accept what the

generative AI is telling you versus a real doctor perhaps.

Lisa Phillips (07:16):

And that's where its expertise really is right now anyway, is in drafting emails for doctors to

send to patients and so on. Because this other study, a bunch of licensed healthcare

professionals were asked to rate some responses that ChatGPT questions people posted to a

Reddit board where some doctors had volunteered to respond, and the doctor's responses

were rated way less acceptable as than ChatGPT. But ChatGPT went on as like, "Oh yes, poor

baby. It's really not good to have swelling in that area. You should do this." And whereas the

doctor was like, "Yep, looks like a pilonidal cyst or something, go see a real doctor." And a lot

of people, that's the kind of response they get from their doctor when they visit, whereas

ChatGPT will just, "Oh, yes," empathize. It has all the time in the world to do that. It does it in a

few seconds, whereas a doctor might take a minute just to say, "Yeah, that's what it is. Here's a

prescription. See you later."

Marcus (08:07):

Rajiv, you had something?

Rajiv Leventhal (08:08):

Yeah, I was just going to say on the consumer piece, it really depends on the rub of these

surveys is, what's the sample? How are the questions being framed? We covered another

survey from Pure Research that surveyed 11,000 U.S. adults, and they had the opposite

feedback from what you just said, Marcus, from this other study that two thirds said that

they're uncomfortable if their healthcare provider relied on AI for diagnosing disease or

recommending treatments, whereas one third or a little bit over a third said that they would

be comfortable. It's interesting though, because even a third or 35%, whatever it was, even

that many people saying that they would be comfortable is interesting to unpack, because

that's still a lot of people that say that they'd be comfortable with AI in this type of a role. But

it really does depend on the type of survey that you're referring to, because you're going to

get di�erent numbers.

(08:56):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/qQCqn8Y0PCIdCs325Yse0OrV3ZOY36viIXYWDXvF1SK5JZoBl8iZ5IuBQT0HnpeO09nHT7_ZPe6QJn7zwcOq0kK2eGU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=436.38
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/LUBXvWj_-9xfvP04LETmLBE-34yqIkdb1FB4UsbbpJ4PHAWEJJt4PuPKLb_onP4F4Ik9DehuRe04N0h7kicyU3fcs-o?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=487.89
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/TZju1H7hg7ZfLMcaI2nXRMR50591LevE7M9JPnvpv7OR2Hg9tmvqRrTDZaK6Nedw8sPHRKFtsCKasdSitWe4QjZU73I?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=488.73
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/tXrrAs837Qtt493gqil7yu_lR7Sg-MfWeROB_D-WEQEuRk5YjbDiXiJUFsEc19-R-zC9ri1lCPIugVTZQUWtx0Ug7Ac?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=536.099999
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And it also depends on where in the world you are, because there's this other study that just

came out, The Clinician of the Future from Elsevier, and it shows that Chinese doctors are

really all set to use AI, whereas doctors in the UK and the U.S. are far less ready to trust it. And

given that there's so much bias, even in a clinical research, these days still, you don't know

what the models have been trained on. Doctors are still puzzled about why a certain kind of

dementia hits black people way harder and way more aggressively than white people. But the

fact is, they've only studied mostly white people. They need to get more black people into

these studies, and given how specific some of these conditions are that they're trying to

study, that in itself is a tough lift.

Marcus (09:40):

Yeah, it does depend on where you are, how great the demand is for physicians, because if

you are in a more desperate situation, maybe you're more likely to use these types of artificial

intelligence chatbots, because you don't have enough doctors to go around. Also, depends

what country you're in based on what the standard is in that country, how easy it is or maybe

not easy it is to get these things up and running according to the government says the

standard should be. So Lisa, it was surprising to see, even though folks to some of the

research, Rajiv was just citing from Pure Research said that they wouldn't trust ChatGPT

generative AI to give them a diagnosis. You did write an article saying that people did prefer

them in some instances to real-life doctors when it came to bedside manner.

Lisa Phillips (10:25):

Yeah, what I was just mentioning is that yes, they ChatGPT shows a lot more empathy than

doctors do. And I will say, I have been fired by doctors as a patient because I was questioning.

I would say, "Well, you didn't check that o� on the blood panel, but I did because I wanted to

know." Like, what the? I mean, human doctors have a lot shorter patience span than ChatGPT

does.

Marcus (10:49):

Yeah, I guess there's less ego involved as well. If you've trained for 12 years or more than that,

20, 30 years and someone comes in there and questions you, then human doctors may be

more prone to say, "Hang on a second. I know what I'm talking about. You are the patient.

Listen to me."

Lisa Phillips (11:03):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/JKXUCff2SsMFPu5fjvmefpM3yASb8HFCCm4B4pfEAByY_d8rbhd4DQXHTXHVzQ0avhC8P0Bn-RzRlGAVcID1xmTe1yI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=580.86
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/J3bIDv-pkx2ah7oTaJvQXCAmLs-_WS49GacBl7C068l43wsx8klHSOHgTfknUu0RwZZVNDXBb1_4YuneYfUOvf-wjvA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=625.139999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/YV2clBRYYFpJe7RrfgvFv7fnB6nPc-M81Etb6Cdpn-NcK7Za4vKrY5O94PpiAdyl8HL0CJjFVlsIJsHfvroXZY_KSt8?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=649.32
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/1-7bhx6Vs9MSk_ZFHYGR_IxlWxylTozvtMGrlTyLFTuXiRTw7DXml2RytKLjPD59cxsjia3pspBKamYmt474fAuwPpQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=663.03
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Exactly.

Marcus (11:03):

Yeah, it was staggering to see. So, folks preferred chatbots' responses nearly 80% of the time

according to the study in JAMA Internal Medicine. The other responses being judged on the

quality of information provided and the empathy or bedside manner provided as well. It

seems like chatbots or Dr. ChatGPT could help with bedside manner to a certain extent.

Taking notes, AI can assist doctors with low-risk early stage care, AWS HealthScribe, Amazon

Web Services HealthScribe being used to take medical notes during patient o�ce visits.

We've talked about that before. Administrative tasks like folks trusting chatbots to answer

logistical questions, schedule appointments, questions they have on insurance coverage,

which can be incredibly tricky.

(11:44):

Software advice was noting this number one application for generative AI and health

technology according to U.S. healthcare professionals was electronic medical record

documentation. And also bringing the cost down. So 2021, America spent 18% of GDP on

healthcare, nearly twice as much as the average advanced economy. The cost of using an AI

agent was 20 cents an hour versus 20 to $90 an hour for a human nurse dietician healthcare

coder, according to Citi Global Insights, so cheaper in a lot of instances.

Rajiv Leventhal (12:15):

And it comes down to all the aspects that you mentioned, like documenting, note-taking,

writing appeals to health insurers for prior authorizations if they deny coverage for a

prescription. These are manual processes that we pay, or not we, but the healthcare system

pays humans to do. It could be cheaper and more e�cient with an AI agent, but these are not

high-stakes clinical decisions that we're talking about.

Lisa Phillips (12:37):

It's not a bot sitting there telling you that you have cancer.

Marcus (12:40):

Right, right. I mean, these aren't high-stakes clinical decisions, but I'm wondering whether we

need ChatGPT to get there before it's useful. I guess ChatGPT, you can argue doesn't have to

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/jxI6CNhVz2GRjrVJGslrZqW5EvnQv5JoL_rSfWV1dtjpf6W3E7rFNUsIWcu-7ebQg-sIRrZlV0lJg5D1vE9eU38J2so?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=663.99
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/JpPF3cv9A9hXkEqDvJ6EaCYPp-XF3OiY1Go4p167CyZnNnaHZdC8-p_3p-Oshvx950uzqz84uQp_9dy1p6E0q16L95o?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=704.58
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/_IuzfbD6Vn1N3D-TXYzdI8MLqmNxcehm7_7byM6FS7gqj11Fu3WgSYQ5R4hkn2KsusN0sXWu135asUZWFZjTq3JYsOM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=735.719999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/NYe9yJI5txcIezT0Ii36y9z5bfIro3SCOCmENhYtu_Sp_YVd9ui6nSF7MxVzra9Zg3lZvnRwE0S4CFNXX_xvSZ10FKU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=757.53
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/MqWaFAXKScCyuOAD2iz_yBME4WzDv9FoJZPOMFY3YMxAh9bGya9Yz7IXzLpmTHOebv0qlukev037LuIDqpUIXjFi8-w?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=760.77
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be as good as your doctor to be useful, because you have Dr. ChatGPT, versus doctor just

Google something, versus Dr. WebMD, versus Dr. TikTok, versus Dr. Human. And so there are a

lot of ways and places that people are getting medical information, and so if it can be better

than some of those other ways, but maybe not yet as good as the physician, do you think it's

still got some use there?

Rajiv Leventhal (13:12):

I think that's right. I mean, better than Google, but maybe not significantly better is a good

way to frame it. But what does that mean? Does that mean that it should be relied on for

treatment and diagnosis? I don't know. Would you rely on Google? We've talked about that on

this podcast before. Perhaps, but you'd have to be careful about the information that you're

seeing online. It's not all vetted and from authoritative sources. So, at this point, that's why I

see it as an assistant, as an up and coming tool, but certainly not one that should run the show

from a clinical standpoint.

Lisa Phillips (13:45):

I got to say, this Elsevier study of 2,700 some physicians around the world, this is only the

second year they've done it. But last year they asked about AI tools and so on, and doctors

said, "Yeah, we think we'll be using them, but maybe in about 10 years." This year when they

did the study, many more doctors said they see this in a two to three year timeframe. And

55% of them said they think telehealth visits will be the norm, instead of in-person doctor

visits and so on in the future, just a few years from now, like 2028. I think we may see more

uses in the near future for ChatGPT in healthcare.

Marcus (14:19):

Yeah. Yeah, whether it's ChatGPT, again, doesn't need to maybe replace your physician, but

play a meaningful role in some capacity. There's a few folks who believe that it can. Assistant

Professor at Emory Eye Center, Nieraj Jain says that, "ChatGPT is definitely an improvement

over just putting something into a Google search bar and seeing what you find." In June

Emory University School of Medicine noted that ChatGPT compared quite well to human

doctors who reviewed the same symptoms and much better than WebMD's symptom checker.

Actually, WebMD is now partnering with startup HIA Technologies to provide interactive

digital health assistance. And then also AI consultants James Benoit, who was a postdoctoral

fellow in nursing at the University of Alberta, Canada, published a study in February reporting
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that ChatGPT significantly outperformed online symptom checkers in evaluating a set of

medical scenarios.

Rajiv Leventhal (15:12):

I was just going to say, this is timely, I think for our listeners. There was a story this week, it was

actually on the TODAY Show. It was a young boy and he was in chronic pain, and his mom took

him to 17 di�erent specialists, couldn't figure out what was going on. The thought was that it

had something to do with airway obstruction, but couldn't come up with a diagnosis that was

relevant to what the pain was.

(15:32):

And the mother then went to ChatGPT and plugged in all of these symptoms that her son was

having. Even all the MRI imaging notes, all these other details. And lo and behold, ChatGPT

suggested that the kid was su�ering from this neurological condition called tethered cord

syndrome. And that turned out to be the correct diagnosis, and it enabled the family to find

the right specialist and access the appropriate care. And I saw a physician commenting on it

saying, "That the information to make that diagnosis was actually there in the MRI imaging,

the specialist, the radiologist just missed it." That kind of story is interesting, because you

think about humans versus technology, and of course, ChatGPT is going to hallucinate in many

other situations, and we're not going to hear about those failures, but pretty interesting that it

was able to succeed in this instance.

Marcus (16:17):

Yeah, using AI tools to analyze medical images, that's a really good use case. I want you to

take on this quick, folks before we start to close out the lead. Marc Succi, so a guy I

mentioned from Mass General Brigham's Innovation Incubator was saying, "That there are

actually no benchmarks on how good ChatGPT needs to be." And was basically saying, "That

ChatGPT is starting to exhibit capabilities of a newly graduated doctor." But since there are

"no real benchmarks for success rates among doctors at di�erent levels of seniority, judging

whether AI is adding value to a doctor's work remain complicated." Asking, "Where do

diagnostic success rates need to rise up to?" Because you can use ChatGPT to take the same

test to pass an exam to become a doctor, but once you're a doctor, no one actually knows

how often those doctors are getting the diagnosis right or not.

Lisa Phillips (17:07):
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Exactly. I laughed when you first said it, because it's like, "Yeah, and who's judging the

doctors?" I mean, 100% of doctors think they're above average. We know that isn't true.

Marcus (17:19):

Yeah, it seems similar to driverless cars. The margin of error is smaller for robots, just because

they're newer. 40,000 people die from car accidents every year because of humans, 110 car

accident deaths that equates to each day because of humans. But one driverless car accident

will make the headlines immediately because of the newness and the technology and because

the bar to acceptance is so much higher when we could really point to humans and say, "Well,

we're doing pretty terrible job as is, and so actually the bar doesn't need to be as high to make

a meaningful impact." That's it for the lead, time now for the halftime report. Folks, real quick,

one thing that you think is most worth repeating from the first half? Lisa, I'll start with you.

Lisa Phillips (18:01):

I'll just say, I'd rather get an email from a ChatGPT bot than I would a diagnosis.

Marcus (18:06):

Rajiv?

Rajiv Leventhal (18:07):

Physicians aren't trusting this technology yet, but if you think about it, ChatGPT was what,

introduced still less than a year ago. I think it's made pretty impressive headway, and it'll be

interesting to see where things stand a year from now.

Marcus (18:20):

Yeah, a ton of issues to iron out. Bias, liability, lack of regulatory oversight, transparency,

privacy, all the rest of the things. But John A is actually a computational epidemiologist from

University of California, San Diego was saying, "100 million people have ChatGPT on their

phone and are asking questions right now. People are going to use chatbots with or without

us."

(18:41):

As we've got time for for the lead, time for the second half of the show. Today in other news,

trying to get the cost down for the top 10 most expensive prescription drugs, and the
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prevalence of health misinformation on social media from doctors.

(18:55):

Story one, Lisa, you write that the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, CMS, just

released its highly anticipated list for the first 10 prescription drugs covered by Medicare Part

D subject to price negotiations. You point out that over 8 million Americans with Medicare

Part D coverage use these drugs to treat a range of conditions, from cardiovascular disease

to cancer. The Inflation Reduction Act is what we're talking about. That was passed in 2022

and told the CMS to choose drugs with the highest total Part D costs and negotiate prices

directly with their makers, with the drug makers. But Lisa, the most interesting takeaway from

your article on this is what?

Lisa Phillips (19:36):

That some of the drugs that were on the list really surprised the industry, the big pharma

industry. And big pharma had already lined up a whole lot of lawsuits based on which drugs

they thought were going to be on the list. Of course, Bristol Myers Squibb, their Eliquis blood

thinner was on the list, because it costs 16.4 billion in just one year and spending on Medicare

beneficiaries who needed it. But as soon as the list came out, a couple of the drug companies

said, "Oh, we're not on it." They dropped their suits. And none of these prices will take e�ect

until once they're negotiated over the next year. They won't take e�ect until January 1st,

2026. And then CMS is going to come out with another list next year, and it's going to have

more. In five years we're going to have at least 50 to 60 drugs on this list, so there will be

more fights. They're already going to court right now. But that said, it's good, but it may not

make that big of a dent in overall consumer drug spending in the near future.

Marcus (20:30):

Yeah, and we'll certainly take a long time. Exactly. Story two, Rajiv, you recently wrote that

some licensed physicians contributed to the spread of medical misinformation during the

pandemic according to a study recently published in JAMA Open Network. Misinformation in

this instance was defined as content that contradicted CDC guidelines for COVID-19

prevention or treatment. And you explained that researchers found over 50, 50 physicians in

28 di�erent specialties across all regions of the U.S. disputing vaccine safety and

e�ectiveness. Endorsing unproven medical treatments, arguing that masks don't work, things

like that. Rajiv, the most interesting takeaway from your ask call was what?
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Rajiv Leventhal (21:10):

Well, this is one reason why consumer trusts in the healthcare system and in authoritative

physician experts is eroding. The findings of this study, I think back that up. In 52 doctors

posting misinformation about COVID and other health issues, that might seem like a very small

amount to some people, but keep in mind that this study didn't look at social media posts in

2020, which is when COVID started and misinformation was really spreading like wildfire. But

these are a trusted authority figures, and now social media platforms need to step up and play

a role in vetting posts and information from clinicians who patients do lean on. Because not

doing so has serious repercussions. And we're seeing YouTube, we've written about YouTube

doing exactly this, and hopefully other social media platforms will follow suit.

Marcus (21:56):

Yeah, at that point, while it's 50 doctors, it's not that many people. 50 doctors, say they've got

20,000 followers each. They probably have more, but-

Rajiv Leventhal (22:05):

I think that was in the study, combined they had over like a 100,000, so yeah.

Marcus (22:08):

Oh, wow. Well, I just did a quick back of the napkin, I mean, 100,000. That's insane. Let's

pretend that the low end had 20,000 followers each times 50. That's a million people right

there, which you are able to influence. I also thought it was so sobering and just heartbreaking

that you highlighted researchers said about one third of the 1.1 million COVID-19 related

deaths in the U.S. as of January 2023 were considered preventable. One third of those 1.1

million deaths preventable if public health recommendations had been followed.

Rajiv Leventhal (22:44):

And these were the same recommendations that were being refuted by people on social

media, so yeah.

Marcus (22:49):

Yeah, it's absolutely heartbreaking. That's what we've got time for today's episode. Thank you

so much to my guests. Thank you to, Lisa.
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Lisa Phillips (22:54):

Thanks, Marcus.

Marcus (22:56):

Thank you to Rajiv.

Rajiv Leventhal (22:57):

Thanks, Marcus.

Marcus (22:58):

And thank you to Victoria who edits the show, James who copy edit it, and Stewart, who runs

the team. Thanks to everyone for listening into the Behind the Numbers Daily: an eMarketer

Podcast made possible by Awin. You can tune tomorrow if you want to hang out with Sara

Lebow on the Reimagining Retail show as she speaks with senior analysts, Blake Roche and

Corina Perkins about, how the way Gen Z is discovering and shopping for CPG brands is

changing.
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